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Overview
The second quarter saw a broad continuation of existing themes: synchronized global growth, rising rates, strong earnings growth and subdued
inflation. However, political events impacted the markets with Spain ousting its prime minister, Brexit discussions that went nowhere and President Trump’s aggressive trade rhetoric escalating into detailed tariffs. Politics ruled the headlines while the economic stories seemed to cruise
along nicely.
U.S. equities continued to outperform international during the second quarter; the S&P 500 Index gained 3.4% and is now up 2.7% year to date.
The more domestically focused small-cap market gained 8% during the quarter. Trade war concerns appeared to impact international markets
more with the MSCI ACWI ex US Index falling 3.8%. Emerging markets, highly sensitive as component manufacturers in global trade, fell 7.9%
(MSCI EM Index). Emerging markets not only saw their equity markets fall but debt and currency markets followed suit.
The global synchronous growth story that headlined 2017 started to show a few cracks as trade rhetoric picked up and weaker Purchasing Manager Indices (PMIs) led to concerns of slowing growth. However, it should be noted that service and manufacturing PMIs globally have been rising
and hovering around record highs for some time - a small pullback does not equate to the end of economic growth. The second quarter also saw a
return of somewhat populist politics in Europe. Italy formed a government majority led by two populist parties, The League and 5-Star. With antiEuropean Union stances, this election contributed to the weakness in European equities. Additionally, a strong U.S. dollar negatively impacted
international markets, particularly the emerging markets.
At home, the Federal Reserve (Fed) raised rates 0.25% for the second time this year
marking the seventh rise since 2015. As inflation continues to be at or slightly above
its 2% target and economic growth continues at a moderate pace, the Fed updated its
rate forecast to four hikes in 2018. As bond yields rose, short-term rates that are
more sensitive to monetary policy rose more than long-term rates that are more sensitive to growth and inflation. This trend is likely to continue as markets continue to
face geopolitical and trade headlines that negatively impact the growth story while
the Fed continues to normalize monetary policy. Despite rising yields and losses
throughout most fixed income markets, municipal bonds shined, returning 0.8%
(Barclays Municipal 1-10 year Index) during the second quarter. Municipal bonds tend
to be less sensitive to changes in interest rates and are benefiting from their own
strong fundamentals.
U.S. earnings and economic growth remains strong. According to FactSet, U.S. second
quarter earnings growth is estimated to be 20%. This would follow a 24.6% first quarter growth rate. The Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow estimates second quarter GDP at 3.8%,
although this forecast does tend to be fairly volatile as it constantly evaluates and
adjusts to new economic data. Notwithstanding this, the tax cut boost to consumer
and business spending is likely to ensure a second quarter GDP number that is above
3.0%. Strong earnings growth coupled with continued economic growth could be a
dual catalyst to sustain this almost 10-year bull market through the rest of 2018.

Current
expansion

Source: BEA. NBER, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Data for length of economic
expansions and recessions obtained from the National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER). These data can be found at www.nber.org/cycles/ and reflect information
through June 2018. Guide to the Markets - U.S. Data are as of June 30, 2018.

Overall, while the headlines suggested a volatile quarter, fundamentals remained strong and, with a few exceptions, equity markets provided
positive returns. No one wins a trade war, but we believe that while the rhetoric may escalate with ensuing headline risks, over the long-term
markets are impacted more by strong economic fundamentals. We are late in the economic cycle, but specific tariffs are unlikely to materially
slow the global growth story. Despite full valuations, we remain relatively positive given the economic growth outlook and the supportive rise in
corporate earnings. As we advised last quarter, we expect investors who maintain diversified portfolios will be rewarded over time even as the
bull market in U.S. equities becomes rather long in the tooth.
Ross Miller, CFA®
Senior Investment Analyst
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The Markets
Ross Miller, CFA®
Senior Investment Analyst
Global markets experienced a tumultuous second quarter as political
and economic issues made constant headlines. In the end, U.S. equity
markets proved resilient while emerging and international markets
slipped despite stable fundamentals.
CREDIT MARKETS
As trade rhetoric heated up and European politics disturbed the unified landscape, global bond yields continued to rise. In the U.S.,
shorter-term yields rose as the Federal Reserve increased its policy
rate by 0.25% for the second time this year. Sovereign bond yields
had been gradually rising during the quarter, but concerns of a looming trade war, European politics and softer economic data led to increased safe-haven demand, generating positive returns as bond
yields fell.
Municipal bonds remain the slow and steady market. Despite one of
its worst starts in 30 years, the municipal bond market gradually
erased its negative first quarter and is now slightly positive year-todate. The municipal bond market’s second quarter rally came on the
back of a strong technical backdrop. An underlying floor of technical
support remains in place as long as bond maturities and redemptions
continue to exceed new issuance.
High yield municipal bonds have been the fixed income darling in
2018. With an absence of new supply, an almost non-existent default
rate, and solid fundamentals, their attractive tax-exempt yields continue to appeal to investors. High yield municipal bonds remain one
of the few domestic fixed income markets with positive returns yearto-date.
Investment grade bonds have struggled in 2018. Despite lower new
issuance, improved financial leverage profiles, and a positive impact
from corporate tax cuts, investment grade bonds fell again in the
second quarter. As bond yields rise from extremely low levels, it will
take substantial spread widening before valuations become attractive.

BOND SPREADS: Tight spreads making bonds less attractive
6/30/2018 12/31/2017 12/31/2016 12/31/2015
High Yield Corporate Bonds

363

343

409

660

Bank Loans

400

416

461

643

Investment Grade Bonds

123

93

123

165

Emerging Market Bonds

361

287

354

427
Source: Bloomberg

High yield corporate bonds generated positive returns despite a more
risk-off environment in the latter half of the quarter. A positive second quarter pushed year-to-date returns into the green with the
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riskiest segments of the market performing best. High yield performance has been led by CCC and B rated bonds which have higher
default risk and financial leverage. Even as the corporate tax cut provides a boost to profits, high yield bonds remain risky and unattractive given historically rich valuations relative to Treasuries.
International bonds struggled as softer economic data, political uncertainty and the prospect of tapering by central banks rattled investors. Despite yields rising over 1%, absolute yields remain unattractive. As the European Central Bank exits its bond purchase program,
we believe that international bond yields will face upward pressure .
Emerging market debt sold off as a result of trade war concerns and
the stronger U.S. dollar. Despite investor fears, emerging market
nations have stronger fiscal accounts and fundamentals than during
previous economic cycles. Notwithstanding this, current yields are
not yet attractive for higher-rate tax payers.
GLOBAL EQUITIES
Global equity markets could not have been more different in the
second quarter. U.S. markets finished in positive territory while international and emerging market equities fell. U.S. markets weathered
the tariff talk while international equities faltered on the back of political issues and softening growth data. Emerging markets were further hindered by the impact of a trade war to China’s growth trajectory.
U.S. markets remained resilient as economic growth continued to
move higher. Tax cuts aided not only corporate bottom lines but
consumer pockets as well. This has helped push earnings estimates
higher and provided a positive boost to equities. Smaller capitalization stocks were the clear winner. The more domestically focused
small-caps should be somewhat insulated from a trade war; if such
concerns linger, small-cap stocks will have an advantage given a
strong U.S. consumer.
Growth stocks outperformed value stocks for another quarter.
Growth stocks remain attractive to investors due to their expected
ability to grow profits and revenues in the future. The technology
sector has been driving growth stocks higher. Given lower overhead
costs, lower tax rates and a high demand for technology services, the
sector’s outlook remains bright despite relatively high valuations.
International equities struggled amid political uncertainties and trade
concerns. As Italian populist parties formed a ruling coalition in May,
markets sold off on concerns of a weaker European Union. Italy’s
stock market fell 9.2% in May, with most of the decline coming in the
last week of the month. Markets rebounded in early June, but U.S.
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tariff fears capped gains as markets fell on the negative impact to
exporter-heavy countries, such as Germany. European markets remain selectively attractive, but trade uncertainty will likely increase
volatility going forward.

REAL ASSETS
Commodities were the bright spot in the second quarter as oil prices
rose 14.2%. Oil prices were buoyed by supply disruptions even as
OPEC decided to raise output by 1 million barrels per day. Shrinking
U.S. stockpiles, Canadian supply interruptions, Middle East instability
and Iranian sanctions are all issues that could constrain supply. MLPs
rose 11.8% during the second quarter as oil prices rose and as pipelines inch toward capacity. Transportation bottlenecks in the Permian
basin have increased the value of pipelines and the prospect for additional infrastructure needs.

EARNINGS PER SHARE GROWTH
2016

2017

2018 Est

2019 Est

S&P 500

0.1%

13.1%

29.7%

10.4%

Russell 20001

2.2%

17.4%

33.9%

11.1%

MSCI EAFE

4.8%

46.2%

13.3%

7.7%

MSCI Emerging Markets

16.9%

25.9%

17.2%

1

includes only positive earnings

11.6%

Gold prices faltered as a stronger U.S. dollar weighed on sentiment.
Gold fell 5.5% during the second quarter while silver prices declined
2.2%. U.S. REITs staged a solid recovery in the second quarter as prices gained 9.7%, outpacing its international competitors return of
-1.9%. U.S. REITs outperformed despite the continued negative retailrelated sentiment.

Source: Bloomberg

Emerging market equities were hurt by rising U.S. rates, a stronger
U.S. dollar and trade tariff concerns. Emerging markets currencies
lost value resulting in central bank interventions. Numerous emerging markets fell into correction territory (drop of 10%) and others hit
bear markets (drop of 20%), including Argentina and China. Emerging
market equities rallied 37% in 2017 so some consolidation this year is
to be expected. Economic fundamentals remain strong but escalating
trade tariffs are a concern.

Tactical Asset Allocation (Growth Strategy)
Underweight
CASH

Neutral

X

INVESTMENT GRADE BONDS
Municipal Bonds

X
X

High Yield Municipal Bonds
Emerging Market Debt
HEDGED ASSETS

X
X
X
X

Long/Short Equity
Multi-Strategy

X
X

EQUITIES

X
X

U.S. Equities - Small Cap

X

Developed Market Equities

X

Emerging Market Equities

X

Private Equity

X

REAL ASSETS

X

MLPs

X

Global Real Estate/REITs

X

Natural Resources/Energy

X
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Remain positive on tax-efficient high-yield municipal debt given
solid fundamentals, a lack of new issuance and very low default
rates. Despite a small rise in yields, still view corporate debt and
emerging market debt as overpriced.
Portfolios continue to be underweight hedged assets. Given the
continued rise of public equity markets we will likely increase exposure back to a neutral allocation. Hedge funds provide protection
during periods of uncertainty and volatility.

X

Distressed Debt
U.S. Equities - Large Cap

Positioned broadly neutral to underweight cash. The rise in high
quality bond yields this year has improved their attractiveness.
Portfolios remain neutrally allocated to investment grade bonds.

X

HIGH YIELD DEBT
High Yield Corporate Bonds

Overweight

Fully allocated to global equities. Continue to believe that U.S. equities remain fully valued, although strong earnings growth this year
has provided support to valuations. Portfolios remain overweight
international equities given more attractive valuations. Within international equities we continue to favor the emerging markets. Market Street’s private equity program provides attractive exposures
that cannot be obtained in the public markets.
We continue to believe that MLPs offer attractive long-term return
opportunities given the oil price recovery and the nation’s future
mid-stream infrastructure needs. Portfolios remain underweight to
the real estate and natural resource sectors.
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Outlook
Michael R. Eisner, CFA® The current United States economic expansion, in its 9th year, is now the second longest expansion in recent histoChief Investment Officer ry. Not only are we still growing, but growth is accelerating from a 2% annualized rate in 2015 and 2016 to closer to
3% in 2017 and 2018.
Expansions usually end when the economy overheats and causes inflation and interest rates to rise. This makes borrowing costlier and leads businesses to cut back on investment. Inevitably, inventories build, and a vicious cycle
continues that ultimately results in employers laying off employees. Wages and consumption drop as consumers
conserve resources and a recession ensues.
We believe we are a long way off from seeing some of these issues, pushing the possibility of a recession even further off. We have had many years of sub 3% growth since 2007, so one year above 3% does not imply an overheating economy. Inflation remains subdued and interest rates, though rising slowly, are still low by many historical
measures. Businesses remain flush with cash, are seeing healthy revenue and profit growth, and are having difficulty
filling open positions. Consumer and business sentiment remains very strong.
So, what could go wrong? Incredibly supportive monetary policy in place for the past 10 years is finally being reduced. This coordinated effort of extraordinary measures by the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Bank of
Japan and the People’s Bank of China has never been seen before and we have no way of knowing how the unwinding of this “experiment” will end. A serious policy misstep could impact markets. Additionally, much of the liquidity
added to markets has come through the purchase of government debt. Many nations have large and growing budget deficits with historic levels of debt to GDP. This will limit policy flexibility going forward, which may exacerbate
future economic issues.
Trade policy has also become strained as populist leaders become short sighted when putting “country first.”
Though not perfect, international trade almost doubled from $11 trillion in 2005 to $21 trillion in 2015, helping to
pull billions of people out of poverty. It is true that some trade has hurt certain industries in certain nations, but
overall trade has been a net positive for both the U.S. and the world. We do not believe that the current rounds of
tariffs or threats will significantly impact overall growth, but the increase in rhetoric and uncertainty has made markets more skittish.
Ultimately, market returns will be driven by valuations. You can earn good returns even in weak economic environments if the price you pay for assets properly reflect the current economic situation and the value of that asset. The
corollary can also be true: we might be in a wonderful economic expansion, but if you overpay even for good assets,
your future returns might not be so attractive. We believe the latter statement reflects today’s fully-valued environment.
We are hard pressed to find deeply discounted assets that have attractive return profiles. Asset classes such as
Treasuries, high yield corporate debt and U.S. equities are fully valued and somewhat expensive. Municipal bond
return expectations are below long-term averages, but municipals still offer some downside protection. International and emerging market equities remain more attractive than their U.S. counterparts, with valuations somewhat
below historical averages (see ‘Global Stock Market Valuations’ on following page).
Given the solid economic environment, we have clients fully invested in accordance with their objectives. With no
screaming buys or sells, accounts are fully diversified, with global equities tilted toward non-U.S. equities. Hedge
fund allocations, which have been underweight for some time, seem to perform well during periods of uncertainty
and heightened volatility. We will likely increase allocations to hedge funds during the latter part of the year.
As we move into the second half of the year, we remind clients that returns over the last two years have been excellent, even given the slow start to 2018. A year in which the market “takes a breather” is not a bad thing. The key is
not to panic and do something just for the sake of doing something. Market Street clients have long term objectives
and investment strategies in place and remaining disciplined and patient is always a wise approach.
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Market Data
EQUITIES

Q2 '18%

YTD%

1 YR%

3 YR%

COMMODITIES

S&P 500

3.4

2.6

14.4

11.9

Gold

1252

1245

Russell 1000

3.6

2.9

14.5

11.6

Silver

16.03

16.83

Russell Midcap

2.8

2.3

12.3

9.6

WTI Crude Oil

74.13

44.88

Russell 2000

7.8

7.7

17.6

11.0

Brent Crude Oil

79.15

47.02

Wilshire 5000

3.8

3.0

14.7

11.9

MSCI ACWI ex. US

-2.6

-3.8

7.3

5.1

CURRENCIES

6/30$

1 YR$

MSCI EAFE

-1.0

-2.4

7.4

5.4

Euro/U.S.

1.17

1.14

MSCI Japan

-2.8

-2.0

10.5

6.2

Sterling/U.S.

1.32

1.3

MSCI EM

-8.0

-6.7

8.2

5.6

U.S./Yen

110.77

112.59

S&P Global REIT

6.4

0.5

5.3

7.0

DXY Index

94.64

95.56

FIXED INCOME

Q2 '18%

YTD%

1 YR%

3 YR%

GLOBAL MACRO DATA

30-Jun

1 YR

Barlcays Municipal

0.8

0.1

0.6

1.9

U.S. CPI Index

250.5

243.9

Barlcays Municipal HY

3.1

3.7

7.1

6.7

U.S. Real GDP ($billion)

17,372

16,851

Barclays Corp. HY

1.0

0.2

2.6

5.5

VIX (S&P 500)

16.1

11.4

-10.4

-6.4

-2.3

2.0

LIBOR (3 month)

2.34

1.30

Jun

May

Apr

RETAIL SECTOR

MoM%

YoY%

JPM GBI-EM
ECONOMIC DATA

6/30$

1 YR$

Unemployment Rate

4.0

3.8

3.9

Retail Sales

0.5

6.6

Nonfarm Payrolls Net

213

244

175

Retail Sales ex. Autos

0.4

7.1

Global Stock Market Valuations as of June 30, 2018

Source: Baird Private Wealth Management, Q2 2018 Market ChartBook. Standards & Poor’s (S&P 500); MSCI benchmarks (country returns). All performance is measured in USD. US is measured by the S&P 500
Index, Developed International is measured by the MSCI EAFE Index, Emerging International is measured by the MSCI EM Index. P/E ratios are based on trailing 12 month earnings. See important disclosures and
definitions included with this publication.
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Please visit our website, www.MarketStreetTrust.com for additional information on the funds and any investment fund updates.
As always, please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about the investment program or your personal portfolio.
80 E. Market Street, Suite 300 ǀ Corning, New York 14830 ǀ 607.962.6876 phone ǀ 607.962.6709 fax
499 Park Avenue, 26th Floor ǀ New York, New York 10022 ǀ 212.400.9070 phone ǀ 607.962.6709 fax
www.MarketStreetTrust.com

Michael R. Eisner, CFA®
Chief Investment Officer

Robert J. White, CFA®, CFP®
Director of Investments

Ross Miller, CFA®
Senior Investment Analyst

Amy R. Sydlansky
Senior Investment Associate

Maxwell Burke
Investment Associate

This presentation has been prepared by Market Street Trust Company. The views expressed herein represent opinions of Market Street and are presented for informational purposes only. They are not intended to be a recommendation or investment advice and do not take into account the individual financial circumstances or objectives of the investor who receives it.
Certain statements included in this presentation constitute forward looking statements. Forward looking statements are not facts but reflect current thinking regarding future events or results. These forward statements are
subject to risks that may result in actual results being materially different from current expectations.
Past performance (before and after taxes) does not guarantee future performance. There is no assurance that Market Street Trust Company funds will achieve their investment objectives, or that they will or are likely to achieve
results comparable to those shown herein, or will make any profit, or will be able to avoid incurring losses. Exposure to foreign currencies may cause additional fluctuation in the value of any investment. Each investor must
assess the suitability of an investment, one’s tolerance for risk and the impact on one’s diversification strategy. This presentation does not constitute an invitation to buy or an offer to sell securities, or any other products or
services.
This is intended as general information only. Investors in these funds may be required to meet certain criteria under the securities laws in order to qualify. Any discussion of U.S. tax matters is not intended and cannot be used
or relied upon for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
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